Courseware for ultrasonic medical diagnostics curriculum: system for on-site and remote laboratory experiments
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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to present the implementation approach of on-site and remote experimenting laboratory for ultrasound medical diagnostics curriculum. We demonstrate the implementation of such laboratory using virtual instrument that is built by using a standard computer, a ultrasonic transducer with a tissue like phantom, digitizer, function generator and the software package LabView. By controlling the virtual instrument it is possible to excite and receive ultrasound waves in the pulse echo mode, then process the received echographic signal and get the characteristics of the tissue like phantom. The tissue like phantom is characterized with thickness and density also with the speed of wave’s propagation and attenuation coefficient. The students are motivated by the assignment of the precise task - to identify the material from which the phantom is made. The implemented on-site experiments system is based on a virtual instrument, the remote experiments system and is tested using the LabView remote panel technology as well. This technology allows accessing the experiment system remotely using an internet browser. We expect the students will improve their knowledge of ultrasound medical diagnostics using our hands-on lab experiment system.
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Introduction

John Dewey (1859-1952) was an American philosopher and educator whose writings and teachings have had profound influences on education in the United States and around the world [1]. Dewey's philosophy of education called pragmatism and teaching methods focused on learning-by-doing (experiential learning) rather than rote learning and dogmatic instruction, which were common practices in his days. New communication and calculation technologies make feasible the Dewey’s ideas as a new kind of laboratories- remote laboratories appear with real interactive experiments by using internet connected laboratory equipment: measurement instruments and devices under investigation. Emerging technologies of electronic learning and teaching platforms are spreading in the higher education system. Many examples of remote labs for different subjects do exist already: in electronics [2] and microelectronics [3], systems and control [4] and photonics [5].

However, the implementation of a remote lab for specific subject as Ultrasound medical diagnostics is not widely published yet in review survey papers [6, 7, 8]. We can refer to grant awarded implementation by H. Ewald et.al [9], who published their experience in remote ultrasound experiments. The specifics of ultrasound technology and the importance of knowledge in ultrasound diagnostics motivated us to create the advanced courseware for graduates in Biomedical Engineering program. In this paper we present laboratory experiment implementation approach in one example of characterization of tissue like materials analogous to learning concept described above.

Didactic adaptation of characterization method

Images of internal anatomy provide the information from traditional sonographic systems, which provide the qualitative type of data. Research publications show the increasing specialization of sonographic systems for diagnostics of particular organs and increasing demand for quantitative data about tissues. Description of biological tissue non-invasively in quantitative parameters is called tissue characterization. We can provide a whole row of modern attempts of ultrasonic tissue characterization in scientific research papers: diagnostics of body common tumors [10]; diagnostics of breast tumors [11]; characterization of myocardium [12]; evaluation of vascular condition [13]; evaluation of eye [14], determination of liver suitability for transplantation [15], characterization of bones [16] and cartilage [17], tissue attenuation imaging [18]; or parametric imaging with sonographic system [19].

We have chosen the in-vitro experimental setup of the ultrasonic tract in our implementation approach. We used non-biological materials for characterization during student’s laboratory experiments. The structure of the experimental setup is presented in Fig. 1.

A very important issue is to assure the equal distance $d_i$ in both registration cases of the reference echogram and of the echogram from the phantom in experimental ultrasonic tract. By assuring the uniform distance $d_i$ we were able to characterize parameters of the phantom tissue like material. The method of characterization is adopted from a few reference papers [20, 21, 22]. The time diagrams explaining experiments are shown in Fig. 2. There is presented the reference echogram from the reference interface water – steel, that has one echo pulse and parameters ($\tau_1$, $s_{1m}$) of echogram used for method development. The echogram from the phantom sample contains two echo pulses that are reflected from starting the interface at water - sample and ending the interface sample – air. The delays and amplitudes of echo pulses ($\tau_2$, $\tau_3$, $s_{1m}$, $s_{2m}$) are pointed out as well.
Fig. 1 The structure of experimental system setup

Fig. 2 The time diagrams of signals registered at several check points in experimental system

The comprehensive details of the method for ultrasonic characterization for tissue like materials are presented for the students in the e-learning materials available in Moodle virtual learning environment (Fig. 3). Below is the short description of the method itself.

The tissue characterization method

The first parameter characterizing the phantom is thickness $d$. In order to solve the problem of defining the distance $d$ from the reference and the phantom echograms the system of equations must be solved. The delay of the reflected pulse from the interface water - steel and the delay of the reflected pulse from the interface water - phantom yields the system of two equations:

\[
\begin{cases}
\tau_1 = \frac{2 \cdot d_1}{c_0} \\
\tau_2 = \frac{2 \cdot (d_1 - d)}{c_0}
\end{cases}
\]  

(1)

The solution of Eq.1 in terms of $d$ leads to this result:

\[
d = c_0 \frac{\tau_1 - \tau_2}{2}.
\]  

(2)

In order to estimate the second parameter - sound propagation speed $c$, we use the same Eq.1. The solution appears to be:

\[
c = c_0 \frac{\tau_2 - \tau_3}{\tau_3 - \tau_2}.
\]  

(3)

The density $\rho_1$ of the phantom material is derived using the following equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\rho_1 &= \frac{Z_1}{c_1} \\
R_{01} &= \frac{R_{03} \cdot s_{im}}{s_{in}},
\end{align*}
\]  

(4)

where, $c_1$ – is the speed of sound in the phantom material just estimated using Eq.3: $Z_1$ is the acoustic impedance of the phantom material, $R_{03}$ is the reference reflection coefficient which we assume to be constant at the temperature of 20°C and its value students calculate in a self-contained theoretical part of experiment; $s_{im}$ is the amplitude of the reflected pulse from the interface water - phantom material, $s_{in}$ is the amplitude of impinging pulse at the interface water - phantom material. Let us assign the scalar value of ratio of amplitudes of the pulse $s_1(t)$ from the phantom and the pulse $s_R(t)$ from the reference materials as $A_{1R}$, which is calculated from pulses peak-to-peak values during processing of echographic pulses. Reflection from the interface water-phantom material is calculated using this basic equation:

\[
R_{01} = \frac{(Z_1 - Z_0)}{(Z_1 + Z_0)},
\]  

(5)

where $Z_0$ is the impedance of the water.

By considering (4) and (5) the final equation for density $\rho_1$ gets this form [20]:

\[
\rho_1 = \frac{Z_0}{c} \left[ 1 + \frac{R_{03} \cdot A_{1R}}{1 - R_{03} \cdot A_{1R}} \right],
\]  

(6)
The development of attenuation coefficient estimation method is similar to [20, 23, 24, 25], where the attenuation coefficient is estimated from registered attenuation function. The starting point of attenuation definition is the basic expression of ratios of amplitude values of acoustic pressure signal at the input and output interfaces of the sample material:

$$\alpha(f) = 20 \cdot \log_{10} \left( \frac{S_{in}(f)}{S_{out}(f)} \right),$$

(7)

where \( \alpha(f) \) is the attenuation frequency function, \( S_{in}(f) \) and \( S_{out}(f) \) are the amplitude spectra of pulse impinging the first interface of the phantom sample (at the input) and the amplitude spectra of pulse at the second interface of the phantom sample (at the output). The attenuation function is calculation as in [20]:

$$\alpha(f) = 20 \cdot \log_{10} \left( \frac{T_{01} \cdot R_{12} \cdot T_{10} \cdot |S_R(f)|}{R_{03} \cdot |S_2(f)|} \right),$$

(8)

where: \( R_{12} \) is the reflection coefficient from the interface sample – air, which is calculated from \( Z_1 \) and \( Z_2 \) impedances, \( T_{01} \) is the transmission coefficient through the interface sample – water, \( T_{10} \) – is the transmission coefficient at the interface water-sample, \( |S_{in}(f)| \) and \( |S_{out}(f)| \) are the amplitude spectra of the reference echo pulse \( s_{in}(t) \) and the echo pulse from the phantom material output \( s_{out}(t) \) respectively.

This experimentally registered function \( \alpha(f) \) is suitable for attenuation coefficient estimation by linear fitting procedure. The attenuation coefficient linear fitting procedure estimates steepness level of the attenuation function at a particular frequency of interest. For example, in our case the attenuation coefficient at \( f=2\text{MHz} \) is estimated using this expression:

$$\beta_{2\text{MHz}} = \frac{\text{LLSA}[\alpha(f)]}{2d(f_2 - f_1)},$$

(9)

where LLSA[^] is the linear least square approximation procedure; \( d \) is the estimated thickness of the phantom sample layer; \((f_2 - f_1)\) is the chosen frequency range in the bandwidth of the ultrasound transducer, so that the frequency of interest (\( f=2\text{MHz} \)) would be located in the center of the range. The attenuation coefficient \( \beta \) determines steepness level of the attenuation function at a particular frequency, therefore in our case we denominate the coefficient with the subscript 2 MHz as follows \( \beta_{2\text{MHz}} \). In general, the \( \beta \) coefficient should increase with a frequency as the attenuation in some materials is a power-like frequency dependent function.

**Description of hardware setup**

Fig.4a shows the general view of the hardware used in experiments.

Investigation of reference and tissue like phantom materials is performed in a bottom - upwards direction. The ultrasound wave is excited at the bottom of the ultrasonic tract and reflects at the top of it. The ultrasonic tract is filled up with distilled water. On the top is placed the reference reflector – stainless steel (see Fig. 4b). The reference setup will not be used in experiments, because reference echogram parameters are loaded for processing from a computer memory. Only the echogram signal from tissue like phantom material will be acquired on-line. An example of a tissue like phantom material is the layer of soybean oil on the top of distilled water. It can be seen in Fig.4c. There are a few of tissue like phantoms and attendee of the course does not know in a-priori which of phantoms he or she is investigating. The list of possible tissue like phantom materials with characteristic parameters is presented in didactic materials. The goal of the experiment is to recognize which one tissue like phantom material is under investigation.

The ultrasound pulses are sent and received using the transducer with the 2,25 MHz center frequency. The transducer is non-focused, with round aperture of \( D=13\text{mm} \) in a diameter. The transducer is excited with a square unipolar pulse from the function generator HAMEG (HM8131-2) (HAMEG Instruments GmbH, Mainhausen, Germany). In the time diagram (Fig. 2), we can see that after loading the generator with a transducer the excitation pulse reshapes into damped periodic oscillation at the center frequency of electro-mechanical system – the ultrasound transducer. The function generator triggers the whole experimental system including the signal digitizer PICO ADC-212/100 (Pico Technology Ltd., Cambridgeshire, UK). The echographic signals are digitized using sampling rate of 100MHz and resolution 12 bits.

The digitizer and computer are connected via LPT (parallel) port. The IEEE-488 (GPIB) interface is used to
connect the function generator and a computer. All signal acquisition, processing and analysis is implemented in a software using the LabVIEW virtual instrument methodology and it is described in the next section.

**Description of software implemented as a virtual instrument**

The general view of the front panel of the virtual instrument is presented in Fig.5. The screen of the virtual instrument is divided into three main areas - columns. The left column of the screen area is dedicated for input parameters of the experiment. The buttons at the top of the left column control the execution of the virtual instrument. The middle of the left column is dedicated for input of parameters of reference materials and reference reflection. The data input cells at the bottom of the left column are to be filled with results of self-sustained calculations.

The panels in the center column of the screen are dedicated to display the intermediate results of experiments: signals and spectra. In the top diagram “Phantom echogram” the acquired waveform of echogram is displayed. The manual scroll markers are used to identify beginning instances of the first and the second echo pulses. The selected echo pulses are displayed in the diagram called “Detected echoes”. The diagram called “Spectrum” dedicated to display amplitude spectra of echo pulses. The “Attenuation function” diagram shows the registered attenuation frequency function.

The right column of the screen area is dedicated to indicate output parameters of experiments: parameters of echograms (“Reference echogram parameters”, “Phantom echogram parameters”) and phantom material characterizing parameters (“Estimated parameters of the phantom”).

The virtual instrument has its functional diagram, in which is realized hierarchy instrument control with buttons, the initial setup of the function generator, excitation pulse parameters, the initial setup of the signal digitizer and digital echogram acquisition for further processing under the front panel. It is important to discuss processing algorithm applied for pulses in the echogram. The algorithm for ultrasound signal processing is presented in Fig.6.

First, in order to reduce noise, the acquired echogram was digitally filtered using Butterworth bandpass 2-nd order filter with \( f_{\text{low}} = 0.5 \text{ MHz} \) and high \( f_{\text{high}} = 3.5 \text{ MHz} \) cutoff frequencies. Then, echogram waveform passes through a time window beginning of which is manually adjusted manually using scroll markers. The time windowing selects the parts of the echogram belonging to echo pulses from anterior and posterior interfaces of the phantom sample.

![Fig. 6. The block diagram of the algorithm for ultrasound signal processing.](image)

The waveforms of anterior and posterior pulses were used for calculation of the attenuation function in the frequency domain. In order to increase the frequency resolution, both waveforms were zero padded up to 4096 samples. The selected waveforms of echo pulses consist of 20 samples before beginning marker instance and are 128 samples long. Both echo pulse signals after FFT are represented as amplitude (not power) spectra. Then the logarithm of the attenuation function is calculated.

**Discussion on pilot usage**

The presented approach of the flexible controlled and interactive laboratory experiments was implemented and tested for the course of Ultrasound medical diagnostics in Biomedical engineering master program. The pilot usage of the system presented has shown that students were satisfied. Detailed learning materials for students were presented in the textbook [27] while electronic materials also are available from online e-Learning platform [28]. During laboratory work a student group have characterized parameters of phantom material during autumn semester 2007. Values of parameters estimated are provided in the Table 1 (cells in rows (E)) while reference materials parameters are given Table 1 (cells in rows (R)). The reference attenuation coefficient \( \beta_{\text{M},2MHz} \) is extrapolated as by the method described in paper [27]. Other reference papers used for reference are also given in angle brackets (see Table 1).

The density of water sample is not identified, because the aluminum foil was used as a reflecting interface in the
water, therefore the echo pulse amplitude was not suitable for the purpose of water density estimation.

The practical implementations of ultrasonic tissue like material characterization made internationally at leading ultrasonic research laboratories [29, 30] show diverse opinions. The inter-laboratory comparison of material characterization results made [29] for example comes to the following statement: “the major conclusion from this study is that uniformity does not exist among laboratories in terms of determination of fundamental ultrasonic properties in tissue like media”. This study also has shown that attenuation coefficient estimation is perhaps the most reliable, with small variation between sites. Regarding propagation speed values, the level of agreement is up to 1.7% [29].

We have to consider, that from the estimation point of view in these practical laboratory experiments we are not taking into account few factors influencing estimated data. Particularly, temperature of reference and phantom materials fluctuates in a room temperature range +(15...25)°C is not yet monitored, but assumed as a constant of +20°C; we assume also that ultrasound beam diffraction could be neglected at distances at (35...87) mm used in our experiments; the attenuation in the reference materials fluctuates in a room temperature range +0,02 dB / MHz 1 cm.

Table 1. Summary of characterized parameters of materials in vitro

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phantom material</th>
<th>Speed of sound c, m/s</th>
<th>Density ρ, kg/m³</th>
<th>Attenuation coefficient, β, dB / MHz 1 cm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water (also used as filling liquid in all phantoms)</td>
<td>E: 2244</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0,02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R [31]: 1497</td>
<td>998</td>
<td>0,0096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plexiglas (or PMMA - polymethylmethacrylate)</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>3065</td>
<td>1460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R [25]: 2753</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>0,94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castor oil</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R [25]: 1511</td>
<td>969</td>
<td>1,84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since an approach was implemented and tested in the pilot laboratory work “Ultrasound characterization of tissue like material” in two cases: for on-site and remote experimenting, we could conclude that the developed system is integrated into teaching process and this achievement we present as a most important result.

The approach presented also is suitable for sharing experimental facilities among laboratories and institutions.
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Mokomoji ultragarsinės medicinės diagnostikos kursu medžiaga: vietinių ir nuotolinių laboratorinių ekspertizų sistematą

Reziumė

Darbo tikslas - vadovaujantis eksperimentinio mokymosi koncepcija sukurti ir įdiegti prototipinę laboratorinių ekspertizų sistemą į audinius panašioms diagnostikos apibūdinimams apibūdinti.

Metodai. Laboratorinių ekspertizų sistemų įdiegė taikomos modernios elektroninio mokymosi technologijos, prototipinė sistema realizuota LabView virtualiųjų instrumentų ir mokymosi kurso valdymo aplinkos Moodle principais. Didėjantis ultragarsinės diagnostikos tyrimų poreikis, kai įvairių medžiagų apibūdinimą, greitai prasidėjo įdiegti modernią mokymosi sistemą biomedicininės inžinerijos studentams. Tai siekia jų pradėti skatinti moderniai mokymosi technologijos taikymo medicinoje įvairius žinių, rezultatų.

Išbandytos technologijos leido įdiegti ultragarsinės medicinės diagnostikos mokymo medžiagą ir laboratorinius ekspertizų. Studentai atliko realius ekspertizus ir gavo į biologinius audinius panašių medžiagų parametrus, praktiškai pabandyti taikyti ultragarsinio apibūdinimo principus. Biologinių audinių apibūdinimo teorija, tai kartu pateikiamas ir formulų išvedimas, ir ilustracijos, ir nurodomas darbų atlikimo eilučių, priimamai studentams elektroninio mokymosi aplinkoje Moodle. Studentai pasitikinti įgytos teorinės žinios pagal interneto svetainėje pateiktus testus.